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QUESTION 1

Which Veritas InfoScale Storage for UNIX/Linux user interface provides a menu-driven, text-based interface for
performing some disk and disk group administration? 

A. Veritas Enterprise Administrator (VEA) 

B. Veritas InfoScale Operations Manager (VIOM) 

C. vxedit 

D. vxdiskadm 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Refer to the exhibit. 

What is the layout of the volume described in the vxprint output provided in the exhibit? 

A. mirrored volume with each mirror made up of concatenated subdisks (mirror-concat) 

B. mirrored volume with each mirror made up of striped subdisks (mirror-stripe) 

C. layered volume striped across mirrored subvolumes (stripe-mirror) 

D. layered volume formed by concatenation of mirrored subvolumes (concat-mirror) 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

How many Veritas file system cache areas are supported by SmartIO? 

A. one cache of each cache type on each system 
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B. one for read caching and one for write caching on each system 

C. one for read caching and one for write caching for each file system 

D. one for read caching and one for write-back caching for each file system 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two commands are used for thin reclamation? (Choose two.) 

A. fsadm 

B. vxdctl 

C. vxdisk 

D. vxtune 

E. vxdmpadm 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 5

The disk group appdg is imported onto host01 using the vxdg -t import appdg command. Volumes have been started
and file systems mounted. The system is then gracefully rebooted. 

What happens to the appdg disk group after host01 has restarted? 

A. The appdg disk group remains deported; any host that can access the appdg disk group can import it. 

B. The appdg disk group remains deported; only host01 can import the disk group using the vxdg import appdg
command. 

C. The appdg disk group is automatically imported; all volumes in the disk group are automatically started. 

D. The appdg disk group is automatically imported without starting the volumes or mounting the file systems. 

Correct Answer: A 
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